A tree F is a pair ( ^ r, t) where ^ T is a partial ordering on t (the field of T) with the property that if x, y, zET, x^Tz, and y^-rz, then either x ^ ry or y ï£ tx. Notice that T may have more than one "component." Points x, y of T are comparable if x¿ry or y ^tx; otherwise, x and y are incomparable. A chain is a subset of T any two points of which are comparable; a cochain is a subset of f any two points of which are incomparable. A maximal chain is a subset C of T such that C is a chain of T but is not a proper subset of any chain of T.
either x ^ ry or y ï£ tx. Notice that T may have more than one "component." Points x, y of T are comparable if x¿ry or y ^tx; otherwise, x and y are incomparable. A chain is a subset of T any two points of which are comparable; a cochain is a subset of f any two points of which are incomparable. A maximal chain is a subset C of T such that C is a chain of T but is not a proper subset of any chain of T.
Suppose now that F is a tree whose field T is well ordered; in fact, suppose T has cardinality k. We show how this «-ordering induces in a natural way a linear ordering on the maximal chains of T which preserves much of the original tree structure. Thus it is superior to the ordinary lexicographic ordering, which would commonly preserve none of the structure. We then use our ordering to give a new proof of Miller's Theorem, a remarkable result related to the Suslin problem.
We have assumed f is well ordered by the ordinals less than k; if a <k let x(a) be the "ath" point of t. If A is a nonempty subset of f, let q (A) be the least ordinal a<a for which there exists a y ET such that y^rx(a) and yEA. If C, C are distinct maximal chains, we define C<lC if and only if q(C -C) <q(C -C). One easily shows, using the fact F is a tree, that, for distinct maximal chains C and C, q(C-C) ^q(C -C). Thus any two distinct maximal chains are comparable w.r.t. the ordering <L. That <£ is transitive is not at all obvious. Let G, C2, C3 be three maximal chains and suppose G<zG, G<z,G. We must show G < lC3. Suppose, to the contrary, that C3 < ¿G ; i.e., assume q(C3 -G) <<Z(G -G)-Using standard Venn diagram techniques, one derives the set-theoretic identities
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again contrary to assumption. So q(C3 -C2) úq(Ci -C2)<q(C2 -C3), contradicting the hypothesis C2<lC3. Case 2. q(C3 -Ci)=q((C2 -Ci) -(C2 -C3)). The argument is similar to that for Case 1. Interchange C\ -C2 with C2 -C3, C2 -Ci with C3 -C2, and &<iC2 with C2<lC3.
Since one of the above two cases must hold, we have reached a contradiction.
So < ¿ is a linear order for the maximal chains of T. One sees that if C, C, C" are maximal chains such that CC\CT\C" is a proper subset of CT\C", then C< LC iff C<LC".
We offer the following application. A Suslin continuum is a continuous (complete and dense) nonempty linear order without endpoints with the property that every disjoint collection of open intervals is countable. So, in particular, the real numbers form a Suslin continuum. A K-Suslin tree (where k is a cardinal) is a tree whose field has cardinality k and each of whose chains and cochains has cardinality less than k. We now use our method to give a simple construction for the difficult half of Miller's Theorem. Let S be an Xi-Suslin tree. Let C be the set of points c of S such that {xl^G^ and c^sx} is countable. One can show that C is countable. For if c, c'EC then c, c' belong to the same "component" of C iff there exists a point c"EC such that c" ^sc and c" ^sc'. Since every cochain of S is countable, C has only countably many components. And since every chain of 5 is countable, J. C. OWINGS, JR.
[January each component of C is countable. Let S' be the subtree of S with field S -C. Then S' is also an Ki-Suslin tree and every point of 5' belongs to uncountably many maximal chains of S'. Let F be our linear ordering of the maximal chains of S'. Now it is easy to see that, if C, C are maximal chains of S' then \x\ C<lx< lC } is either uncountable or is empty. This is because every member of 5' belongs to uncountably many maximal chains, so that if there is one such x there must be uncountably many. Call C~C if {x\ C<lx<lC or C<lx<lC} =0. ~ is then an equivalence relation, with each equivalence class containing at most two maximal chains. Furthermore, it is obvious that <i is well defined w.r.t.<~. Thus we obtain a new linear ordering F', on the equivalence classes. The necessity for "closing the gaps" in F is analogous to the necessity for equating the Cauchy sequences .5000
L' is obviously dense. If C is a maximal chain of S', let
The two arguments which follow use only the basic property of <¿; namely, if Cr\C'C\C" is a proper subset of C'C^C", then C<LC iff C<LC" (and so also C>LC iff C>LC").
The fact every cochain of S' is countable may be used to show that any collection of disjoint intervals of L' is countable. Let L" be the completion of F'; that is, let L" be the set of Dedekind cuts of U under the ordering induced by U. The three properties of L' mentioned in the three foregoing paragraphs are inherited by L". Finally, delete the endpoints (if any) of L" to obtain the suborder R. R is then a Suslin continuum which, because it contains no countable subset dense in itself, is not isomorphic to the reals. One easily convinces himself that there is no use of the axiom of choice in the above argument.
